Sliced Gammon Ham 500g

Sliced Turkey Breast 500g

A moist and succulent sliced gammon ham packed in a
convenient 500g tray.

100% turkey breast slices packed in convenient 500g
trays.

Cooked Sliced Silverside Beef 500g

Sliced Corned Beef 500g

Slices of delicious, perfectly cooked silverside beef
packed in a convenient 500g tray.

A flavoursome and tender meat perfectly sliced and
packed in convenient 500g trays.

Princess Gammon Ham Half 3.5kg

Roast Turkey Saddle Boneless (100%) 3.5kg

A cooked Gammon ham, firm but tender and ready to
eat.

Cooked, boneless & ready to carve.

Short Back Bacon 2.27kg

Streaky Bacon 2.27kg

Back bacon is a cut of bacon that includes the pork loin
from the back of the pig. It is much leaner than side
bacon made only from pork belly.
Smoked • Unsmoked

Streaky bacon is cut from the sides and belly and has
distinct strips of fat. Rashers of crisp streaky bacon add
a tasty topping to vegetables.

The Grumpy Pig Unsmoked Back Bacon 1kg

The Grumpy Pig Smoked Streaky Bacon 1kg

Bacon can be used straight from the chiller in
sandwiches, baguettes and can also be reheated in
seconds to add to burgers and jacket potatoes.

Perfectly smoked streaky bacon in a large tray is
perfect for catering and sandwiches.
220/100 • 270/100

Black Pudding

Calet Extra Chorizo 1.6kg

Black pudding is at once a staple British product, worthy
of its place in any full English breakfast.
Black pudding rings 10x454g • Black pudding sticks
9x500g • Oakwell Black pudding sticks 1.36kg • Acorn
Black Pudding Sticks 1.365kg

Easy to slice and impressive to serve, this chorizo is
great for adding flavour to sauces.
Mild • Spicy

Calet Serrano Ham 500g

Calet Chorizo Extra 500g

Cured slices of Serrano are perfect for fresh
sandwiches or sharing on a charcuterie board

Authentic spicy slices of chorizo are perfect for topping a
pizza or stirring into a sauce.
500g

Royal Dane Bacon Grill 12x250g

Royal Dane Chopped Pork with Ham 12x250g

Cured chopped pork smoky in flavour.

Ideal for salads, sandwiches, or a light snack.

Royal Dane Pork Luncheon Meat 12x250g

Spam

Perfect for sandwiches and ready to eat.

The unique blend of prime pork & ham contains 90%
meat. Fully cooked and ready to eat hot or cold.
6x200g • 6x340g • 6x1.8kg

Plumrose Chopped Pork with Ham 12x250g
Pork luncheon meat has a dense texture, allowing easy
slicing. Excellent for sandwiches and pizza topping.

